In this paper we analyze the energy evolution of the muon content of air showers between 10
Introduction
The energy spectrum of ultra high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) has been measured recently with high precision and two major features were confirmed. The ankle (log(E/eV) ∼ 18.7) and the flux suppression (log(E/eV) ∼ 19.5) have been undoubtedly established by HiRes [1] , the Pierre Auger Observatory [2, 3] and Telescope Array [4] . However, the astrophysical interpretation of these structures cannot be inferred with complete certainty mainly because of the lack of knowledge on the UHECR composition at these energies. In a light abundance scenario, the ankle could be interpreted as the modulation resulting from the particle interaction with radiation backgrounds [5, 6] . On the other hand, it could also be explained as the transition from galactic to extra-galactic cosmic rays [7] . The flux suppression can be equally well described by the energy losses of extra-galactic particles due to interactions with CMB photons [8] or by the maximum reachable energy of the astrophysical acceleration mechanisms in nearby sources [9] . In each one of these astrophysical scenarios, the energy evolution of the UHECR composition is significantly different.
The UHECR measurements are done indirectly through the detection of extensive air showers. Therefore, the determination of the composition depends strongly on the data analysis capability to correlate the measured properties of the shower to the primary particle type. This correlation is achieved using air shower simulations. However, intrinsic fluctuations of the showers and uncertainties in the high energy hadronic interaction models for energies above 10 17 eV prevent us from a definitive conclusion about the primary particle type for each event. Statistical analysis and evolution trends [10, 11] are used to minimize the fluctuation effects, nevertheless an unique interpretation of the data is not possible because of the hadronic interaction model uncertainties. Currently, the most reliable observable to investigate composition at higher energies is X max , the atmospheric depth at which the shower reaches the maximum number of particles [12] . A second very powerful observable sensitive to primary particle mass is the number of muons (N µ ) in the showers. However, the lack of knowledge of the high energy hadronic interactions and the systematic uncertainties in the energy determination limit the interpretation of N µ data in terms of composition in a more severe way than they do for X max . There are several indications that the current most often used hadronic interaction models fail at predicting the muonic component features of air showers [13, 14] . Moreover, as N µ scales directly with shower energy, the systematic uncertainty in energy reconstruction (typically ∼ 10 − 20%) represents also a difficult challenge to overcome in the interpretation of the N µ data. As a consequence, it is not straightforward to envisage a data analysis procedure that extracts the mass abundance from the N µ data.
In this paper we propose a new approach to interpret N µ data which accommodates the systematic uncertainties of the high energy hadronic interaction models and of the energy reconstruction. The analysis proposed here is based on the energy evolution of the first ( log 10 N µ ) and second (σ[log 10 N µ ]) moments of the log 10 N µ distribution. There are two central features of the proposed procedure: a) a simplified model to describe the energy and mass evolution of log 10 N µ and σ[log 10 N µ ] which minimizes the hadronic interaction model dependencies, and b) a comparison between the predictions of this model for a set of given composition scenarios and the data integrated in energy to maximize the discrimination power.
First in Section 2 we propose a simplified model to describe the energy and mass evolution of log 10 N µ and σ[log 10 N µ ]. We argue that to a very good approximation only two parameters (a and b) summarize all uncertainties of the currently used high energy hadronic interaction models. This simplification of the description of log 10 N µ and σ[log 10 N µ ] with energy and mass is an important step in the analysis procedure because it minimizes the dependencies on hadronic interaction models in the interpretation of the data. In Section 3.1 we use shower simulations to study the energy and mass evolution of log 10 N µ and σ[log 10 N µ ] and to validate the model proposed in Section 2. We also introduce in Section 3.1 the algorithm developed to build the large set of simulations used in this paper. This simulation process is complemented in Appendix A.
In Section 4 we introduce a set of six benchmark composition scenarios defined by the percentage of proton, helium, nitrogen and iron nuclei as a function of energy. Four composition scenarios are astrophysical motivated (based in Refs. [8, 6, 15, 9, 7] ) and two were derived from the X max measurements performed by the Pierre Auger Collaboration (based on Ref. [16] ). By using simulations we also study the energy evolution of log 10 N µ and σ[log 10 N µ ] for each one of these scenarios and evaluate the effects of the uncertainties on the energy scale and on the absolute N µ due to the misprediction by the hadronic interaction models.
In Section 5 we show how the model proposed in Section 2 can be used to discriminate between these representative composition scenarios. The comparison of the model predictions for the composition scenarios with the data in an energy range is the important step of the analysis procedure proposed here because it maximizes the discrimination power allowing us to identify the most likely scenario that generated a set of N µ data. This comparison is done by the traditional χ 2 , which assumes the minimal value for the composition scenario which best describes the data. We use simulations to test our approach and show that it is possible to achieve a good discrimination between the chosen scenarios supposing a realistic case with the statistic to be collected during three years of data taking with the Pierre Auger Observatory Upgrade -AugerPrime. We also show that the systematic uncertainties in the energy reconstruction and on the absolute scale of the number of muons do not mix the composition scenarios. Hence we conclude in Section 6 that by using only the energy evolution of log 10 N µ and σ[log 10 N µ ] it would be possible to identify, by comparing the composition scenarios to the data, the scenario which best describes the measurements of N µ .
2.
A model for the energy and mass evolution of log 10 N µ moments
In this section we present a model to describe the energy and primary mass evolution of the log 10 N µ first and second moments. The Heitler-Matthews model [17] is a semiempirical description of the shower development which describes the dependencies of the mean N µ as
and
where N p µ is the number of muons in a proton shower and ζ π c is the pion critical energy, assumed to be equal to 20 GeV in [17] . β is often taken to be constant because its value is shown to vary in a small interval from 0.85 to 0.92 [17, 18] .
Both equations define a clear linear relation of log 10 N µ with energy and mass that can be summarized as
where
.0651, and the energy E is given in eV. Because of our lack of knowledge of the hadronic interactions at the highest energies, the value of a is highly model dependent and presents a large variability. It can be written as a = log 10 (N p µ ) − β log 10 (ζ π c ) and varies approximately from 6.5 to 8.0, depending on the hadronic interaction model. These values of a were obtained using the simulations described in Section 3.
In addition to the log 10 N µ , the σ[log 10 N µ ] could also be modeled by the same approach. However, no analytic model has been proposed to describe the shower-to-shower fluctuations and our study relies on simulations to propose a similar description of σ[log 10 N µ ] evolution with energy and mass. We propose that the σ[log 10 N µ ] can be described as
where σ[log 10 N µ ] Fe is the σ[log 10 N µ ] for iron nucleus initiated showers. Two main assumptions were used in this proposal: a) for a fixed primary (A), the σ[log 10 N µ ] does not depend on energy and b) a quadratic dependency of σ[log 10 N µ ] with ln(A). These assumptions are justified in Section 3 via Monte Carlo simulation of the air shower.
The description of the σ[log 10 N µ ] is analogous to the deduction of log 10 N µ using the Heitler-Matthews models in the following way. We will show in Section 3 that, for the purposes of this paper's analysis, σ[log 10 N µ ] Fe can be taken to be constant, in other words, the small model dependence of σ[log 10 N µ ] Fe can be ignored. On the other hand, b changes significantly with the hadronic interaction model, which reflects the theoretical uncertainties concerning the muonic component description.
Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) summarize the first step of this paper. These equations offer a simple, but good description of the two first moments of the log 10 N µ distribution with energy and mass. The uncertainties due to hadronic interaction model descriptions are only significant for two parameters, a and b, while for the further parameters there is a good agreement between their predictions. The quality of the description given by Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) is going to be numerically studied in the next section.
For a mixture of primaries in which each primary particle type, i, has mass A i and contributes to the total flux with a fraction given by f i , we can show that log 10 N µ and σ[log 10 N µ ] of the mixture (mix) can be calculated as follows
Using Eq. (3) we can write
Note that σ 2 [log 10 N µ ] mix does not depend on a. The dependence on b is implicit in the σ 2 [log 10 N µ ] Ai term.
3. Simulation studies of log 10 N µ moments
In this section we briefly describe the procedure adopted to produce simulated log 10 N µ distributions that are extensively employed in the following sections of this paper. The present discussion is complemented by Appendix A where more details about the simulations are given. Furthermore, in this section we also use the simulated showers to validate the log 10 N µ moment descriptions proposed in Section 2 and to study the energy evolution of log 10 N µ moments for a set of mass composition scenarios.
Simulation technique
In our analysis we aim to assess the number of muons measured in UHECR experiments. A combination of detector technology, observatory altitude, spatial configuration of the detectors and analysis procedures determines the lateral distance range and the energy threshold of detectable muons. To avoid saturation of the detectors (close to the shower axis) and large statistical fluctuations (far from the shower axis), a fiducial lateral distance range is commonly defined to get the lateral distance function integrated. Therefore, the measured number of muons (N meas µ ) is not the total number of muons at the ground but only a sample of them above an energy threshold and within a distance range.
In this paper N meas µ is defined as the number of muons with energy above 0.2 GeV reaching the ground (1400 m above sea level, the Auger mean altitude) at a distance between 500 m and 2000 m from the shower axis. This choice is motivated by the design of the main current high energy cosmic ray experiments, for example, the Pierre Auger Observatory [19] and Telescope Array [20] .
The muons spatial and energy distributions at the ground can be evaluated by CORSIKA [21] (version 7.4000), which is a full Monte Carlo code able to perform 3D shower simulations. N meas µ could be determined by CORSIKA, in despite of its high computational cost [22] . CONEX [23] (version 2r4.37) is a very fast hybrid simulation code which combines full Monte Carlo with solutions of one-dimensional cascade equations. From CONEX simulations it is possible to determine the total number of muons at the ground above 1 GeV (N tot µ ). N tot µ and N meas µ can be simultaneously obtained from full simulated showers (CORSIKA), allowing us to parametrize the relation between them. We propose the following parametrization:
where the conversion factor R should be determined for each primary and depends on the energy and X max . The parametrization of R(E, X max ) is explored in detail in Appendix A. The X max dependence of the factor R ensures that the parametrization takes into account the shower-to-shower fluctuations due to the variance of the first interaction depth. Furthermore, the most relevant physical processes responsible for muons production in showers are reliably reproduced by the CONEX simulations, and consequently they should also be represented in N The parametrization was done only for shower at 38
• zenith angle. The zenith angle dependence can be taken into account by simulating other primaries with the corresponding arrival direction and by dividing the data in zenith angle intervals.
Simulating log 10 N µ moments
We generated 60000 CONEX (version 2r4.37) showers with energies between 10
18.4 and 10 19.6 eV, for four primaries (proton, helium, nitrogen and iron) and two hadronic interaction models (EPOS-LHC [24] and QGSJetII-04 [25] ). The showers are distributed uniformly in log 10 (E) and the zenith angle is fixed at 38
• . From the R(E, X max ) parametrization of Appendix A, the CONEX showers were converted into a set of N 4. Mass composition scenarios and the energy evolution of the log 10 N µ moments
In this section we simulate the energy evolution of log 10 N meas µ moments for six mass composition scenarios, which are defined by setting the fractions f i (E) of the total flux corresponding to each particle with mass A i . Given f i (E) and A i we can calculate log 10 N meas µ and σ[log 10 N meas µ ] as a function of energy using the procedure described in Sections 2 and 3.
The mass composition scenarios we used are divided in two groups. The first one includes the astrophysical motivated scenarios, which are labeled by the letter A. The second group includes two scenarios obtained from the X max distributions fit performed by the Pierre Auger Collaboration [11, 16] and they are labeled by the letter X. Below, we present a brief description of the composition scenarios, which can be skipped by the reader that is familiar with the subject.
Scenario A1: This scenario proposes a pure proton flux.
It was the first model proposed to explain the dip in the energy spectrum as the effect of pair-production in the propagation of the UHECR. This model was originally proposed in Refs. [5, 8] and was also discussed in Refs. [6, 15] (labeled as Model B in Ref. [15] ).
Scenario A2: This scenario assumes a mixed source composition with abundances similar to the data at lower energies. It was proposed by Allard et al. (labeled as Model A in Ref. [15] ). In this model the ankle is explained as the transition in the predominance of the flux from the galactic to the extra-galactic component. The abundances are originally given for five groups of nuclei, however, in this paper the fluxes of the two heaviest groups were summed into the iron component.
Scenario A3: Biermann & de Souza [9] have proposed a model in which the observed cosmic ray energy spectrum from 10 15.0 to 3 × 10 20.0 eV is explained by the galactic and only one extra-galactic source, the radio galaxy Cen A. In this model the element abundances from extra-galactic origin are similar to the galactic ones, but shifted up in energy because of the relativistic shock in the jet emanating from the active black hole. The abundances are originally given for six groups of nuclei, however, in this paper the flux of the element group Ne-S was summed into the nitrogen flux and the flux of the Cl-Mn group was summed into the iron group flux.
Scenario A4: The model proposed by Globus et al. [7] describes the whole cosmic ray spectrum by superposing a rigidity dependent galactic component and a generic extra-galactic component. This model gives an adequate description of the energy spectrum and the moments of the X max distribution measured by the Pierre Auger Observatory.
Scenario X1: It has been shown by the Pierre Auger Collaboration that the measured X max distributions can be well described by a combination of four components [11, 16] . By fitting the X max simulated distributions to the data, the abundances of the separate components were obtained as a function of energy. This scenario is based on the abundances obtained by using the hadronic interaction model QGSJetII-04. However, the abundances obtained with Sibyll2.1 are also very close to the one we used. In order to minimize point-to-point fluctuations, we used here a smooth curve fitted to the fractions obtained in the Auger analysis [16] .
Scenario X2: This scenario was obtained by fitting X max distributions measured by the Pierre Auger Observatory using showers simulated with the EPOS-LHC hadronic interaction model. The procedure is the same as the one adopted for Scenario X1. The merging of components done for models A2 and A3 is necessary to allow us to use the parametrization elaborated in Section 3. Since we present in this paper only the analysis procedure, verified with simulations, this choice has no limiting consequence. Besides that, the systematic uncertainties of the abundances obtained from the scenarios are also going to be neglected here. Figs. 5 and 6 show the abundances for each scenario in the energy range from 10
18.4 to 10 19.6 eV as explained above. Scenario A1 is not shown because it assumes a 100% proton flux. ] for all mass composition scenarios. The error bars correspond to the one sigma fluctuation of the mean value considering the statistics from three years of AugerPrime data (3000 km 2 of muon detectors). The all particle flux was taken from Ref. [3] . Fig. 7a shows the mean normalized to the proton simulation for better visualization.
Discrimination between mass composition scenarios
Given the theoretical uncertainties on the N µ predictions and the systematic uncertainties on the energy reconstruction, the question we would like to answer in this section is how it is possible to discriminate between the mass composition scenarios shown above using the evolution of the log 10 N meas µ moments with energy. Examining Fig. 7 it might seem easy to differentiate the scenarios by using the absolute value or the evolution of the log 10 N meas µ moments with energy. However, if we include in this figure the uncertainties in the hadronic interaction model and systematic in energy reconstruction the interpretation of the data is not straightforward. Fig. 8 shows how the uncertainties on the hadronic interaction model predictions and on the energy reconstruction influence the interpretation of the log 10 N meas µ in terms of composition. We show in this figure the extreme composition scenarios (A1 and A3), since the other four scenarios lie within them. In Fig. 8a we calculate log 10 N meas µ for scenarios A1 and A3 adding arbitrarily 20% more muons to the simulation predictions to mimic the theoretical uncertainties in the hadronic interaction model predictions [14] . Even the extreme models A1 and A3 would overlap if the uncertainty is considered. In Fig. 8b we calculate log 10 N meas µ for scenarios A1 and A3 and changed the simulated energy by ±15% in order to evaluate the effect of the systematic uncertainty in the energy reconstruction. Once more it is clear that even the extreme scenario cases cannot be distinguished anymore. Moreover a combination of both uncertainties in the N µ predictions and energy applied to this analysis would make the discrimination between the scenarios even harder. The conclusion is clear: the measurement of N µ does not lead to a straightforward interpretation of the data in terms of composition if all the uncertainties are considered. It is worthwhile to remember here how the interpretation of the X max measurement is done. The Pierre Auger Collaboration, for example, fits f i to the measured X max distribution in bins of energy [16] . The calculation of f i depends on simulation and therefore on the hadronic interaction model. However, because the electromagnetic cascade of the shower dominates the determination of the X max position, the discrepancy between the hadronic interaction model X max predictions is minimized. The difference in X max is at most 20 g/cm 2 and in σ[X max ] is 6 g/cm 2 for the most often used hadronic interaction models (EPOS-LHC, Sibyll2.1 and QGSJetII-04) [11] . Given the small differences in the predictions of X max and its consistency with data, the fit of f i leads to acceptable differences in the calculation of f i for different hadronic interaction models and then to mass composition scenarios which are physically consistent.
Unfortunately, the same procedure cannot be applied to N µ because of the discrepancies between the hadronic interaction model predictions and the inconsistency between simulations and data. It is known that the simulations are off by at least 20% in the calculation of N µ [13, 14] . A fit of f i based on the N µ distribution would lead to non-physical results. Therefore we propose an alternative analysis to discriminate between composition scenarios. The idea is to fix f i , choosing a mass composition scenario, and fit the data with the energy evolution of log 10 N meas µ moments to search for the scenarios which better describe the data.
If the composition (f i ) were known by an independent measurement, this procedure would allow us to calculate a and b and constrain the hadronic interaction models by limiting fundamental properties of the interactions. This hypothesis needs to be explored further by using the results from the X max measurement to fix f i .
We propose here a procedure that allows a statistically robust test of composition scenarios against data. The method starts by using the model proposed in Section 2 to predict the energy evolution of log 10 N meas µ and σ[log 10 N meas µ ] for a given composition scenario. Here, all the parameters of the model are fixed, except a and b. The next step is to compare these predictions with data and find the values of a and b which make the model most similar to the data. This can be done by a χ 2 minimization. The minimal values of χ 2 determine which scenario best describes the data. Since a and b take all the hadronic interaction model dependence, the composition scenario can be tested independently of hadronic interaction model limitations.
We explored this analysis proposal by choosing a composition scenario as if it would represent the true measurement, and we name it true scenario. We generate the log 10 N µ moments as a function of energy for the true scenario using the simulation described in Section 3 in order to emulate the real data. Here, the energy bins are defined by 12 intervals of width ∆ log 10 (E/eV) = 0.1, from 10
18.4 to 10 19.6 eV. This choice is mainly motivated by the Auger experimental acceptance, which reaches a 100% efficient trigger probability around 10
18.4 eV [26] . The number of events in each bin is determined by considering three years of data taken by the full array of Auger, following the energy spectrum of Ref. [3] .
It is important to note that the simulations used here do not take into account any detector effects or zenith angle dependence. Although in this paper we do not intend to approach these issues because the focus here are on the general aspects of the analysis, it is clear that in practical applications of the method one should deal with these experimental difficulties. The detector effects, like resolution and limited acceptance, could be addressed by unfolding or unbiasing techniques once the detector response is well known. One example of these process is the Auger analysis of X max moments [11] . The zenith angle dependence could be addressed in a conservative approach by dividing the data in zenith angle intervals or by correcting the data using a constant intensity cut (CIC) method [27, 28, 29] . This later class of method has been successfully used, for example, to determine the shower size parameter by Pierre Auger [30] and KASCADE-Grande Collaboration [31] and to correct the N µ parameter by KASCADE-Grande Collaboration [32] . The systematics uncertainties from these procedure are usually small (< 10%) and should be taken into account in a realistic approach of our method.
In next step, we perform a χ 2 fit using the model described by Eqs. (5) and (7), with a and b as free parameters of the fit, for all the composition scenarios. The scenarios which are not the true one are named test scenarios. Fig. 9 shows one realization of these fits in which scenario A1 was used as the true scenario to generate the black dots. The fit of the log 10 N meas µ with energy (Fig. 9) sets the best value of a and the minimal value of χ 2 (a). The fit of the σ[log 10 N meas µ ] with energy ( Fig. 9) sets the best value of b and the minimal value of χ 2 (b). In all fits, D E = 0.920, D A = 0.0354 and σ[log 10 N µ ] Fe = 0.0265. Each line in Fig. 9 is the fit of one out of the six composition scenarios. We compared all scenarios (test scenarios) to the true scenario.
A simple χ 2 comparison finds the test scenarios which best fit the data generated with the true scenario. The average value of χ 2 as a function of the fitted parameters a and b is shown in Fig. 10 for a set of 500 realizations. In this case, it is clear that the scenario A1 better describes the log 10 N In the case of X1 as true scenario one can see that, even if it is not possible to discriminate scenario X1 and X2, it is still possible to discriminate the X max scenarios from the astrophysical ones.
Sensitivity to the systematic uncertainties on energy scale and absolute number of muons
As mentioned above, the greatest obstacles in interpreting N µ data currently are the systematic uncertainties in the theoretical description and reconstruction of air showers. In this section we demonstrate that the procedure proposed in the previous section to discriminate between composition scenarios is stable under systematic changes of absolute N µ prediction and of energy scale.
The systematic uncertainties in N µ scale were tested by applying the rescaling factor α Nµ in N meas µ generated by simulations. The examination of Eq. (3) shows that a rescaling factor on N µ corresponds to an additive term in a. This is how the systematic effect on N The energy scale effect was tested by including a rescaling factor α E in simulated energy of each shower. The same analysis of Eqs. (3) and (4) reveals that a and b accommodate the systematic effects in energy as additive terms. All additive terms are canceled in the χ 2 comparison resulting in the independence of the conclusions under systematic effects. In Fig. 13 we show the χ 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have analyzed the muon content of air showers, proposed a parametrization of the first two moments of the number of muons with energy and primary particle mass and showed how the measured mean and σ of log 10 N µ can be used to discriminate between composition scenarios.
We proposed a model to describe log 10 N meas µ and σ[log 10 N meas µ ] as a function of energy and primary particle mass (A). This model was conceived to keep the most relevant hadronic interaction uncertainties concentrated in only two parameters (a and b). We have validated the model with Monte Carlo simulation of the air shower and its capability to describe the log 10 N meas µ moments was proven.
Six composition scenarios were considered. The particle flux predicted by these scenarios was transformed into ] model using a simple χ 2 test allows the discrimination between the scenarios. The discrimination is effective even considering the systematic uncertainties on the N µ prediction and on energy scale uncertainty.
The effect of the systematic in the N µ number and energy reconstruction was studied for constant values of the uncertainty with energy. This choice is justified by the narrow energy interval used in the analysis. Abrupt changes of the systematic uncertainties with energy could change the conclusion drawn here since log 10 N meas µ is assumed to be fixed in the proposed model.
The upgrade of Telescope Array [33] and Pierre Auger Observatory [34] , to be constructed in the next few years, will for the first time allow precise measurements of the muon component of air showers for energies above 10
18
eV. This will open up a new window of analyses and tests in astroparticle physics. Once data is acquired, the parametrization proposed here could be tested and if proven to be right, the analysis method proposed in Section 5 could be used to find the most probable composition scenario in the energy range from 10
18.4 to 10 19.6 eV. 
